






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































reinforcement.! Eight! seconds! after! a! correct! lever! press,! the! house! light! was!
extinguished!for!10!seconds!prior!to!the!start!of!the!next!discrete!trial.!
!!!!!!Responses!on! the! incorrect! lever! (i.e.! the! lever!under! the!unilluminated!cue! light!






cue! light!onset.!This! led! to!a!10"second! time!out!period!before! the!start!of! the!next!
discrete!trial.!
During!any!one!session,!the!cue!light!presentation!was!presented!an!equal!number!of!
times! from! left! and! right! cue! lights,! ! and! the! four! different! delay! times!were! also!
presented! approximately!equally! (so! in!every!100! light! stimulus!presentations,!each!
delay! time! was! presented! approximately! 25! times).! A! daily! session! consisted! of!
approximately!114! trials!and! lasted!60!minutes.! !For! the! first!session!of! training,! the!






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Behavioural! procedure!was! identical! to! that! of! experiment! 1!with! the! exception! of!
using! a! fixed! 2"second! delay! time.! 2"CSRTT! performance! was! assessed! throughout!
chronic!ethanol!treatment!to!observe!the!effects!of!ongoing!chronic!ethanol!intake!on!



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dimension! Training!set Set!1 Set!2 Set!3!
Odour! Mint! Cinnamon Thyme Nutmeg
! Oregano! Cumin Paprika Cloves!
































Odour! Tarragon! Tarragon Coriander Coriander
! Ginger! Ginger Sage Sage!
Medium! Sawdust! Beads Shredded!paper! Shredded!paper
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Fig!5.7!Mean!±!SEM!of!c"Fos!expression!after!exposure!to!the!condensed!
version!of!ID!or!ED!shift!in!control!animals.!!A1/+,'$/&*'3%5+.-'-0%'&/-*'-0/-'0/3'",3%&4(,%'-0%'+,-&/3+#%,*+(,/1'*0+)-J'.0%.N%3'$/&*'*0(2'-0%'&/-*'-0/-'0/3'",3%&4(,%'-0%'%R-&/3+#%,*+(,/1'*0+)-6''
5.5.!Discussion:!
The!main!aim!of!the!present!study!was!to!assess!the!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!on!attentional!set!shifting!as!a!function!of!the!prefrontal!cortex!using!the!
IDED!set!shifting!task!and!to!investigate!the!PFC!brain!areas!activated!during!both!
intradimensional!and!extradimensional!shift!in!control!rats.!!
The!results!!from!the!first!experiment!of!the!present!investigation!indicated!that!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!significantly!impairsuccessful!performance!in!the!
IDED!set!shifting!task.!Although!all!rats!required!significantly!more!trials!to!reach!
criterion!on!the!extradimensional!shift,!there!was!no!significant!difference!across!the!
groups.!All!rats!performed!the!intradimensional!shifts!more!rapidly!than!
extradimensional!shifts,!which!demonstrated!that!the!rats!had!successfully!formed!a!
perceptual!attentional!set!and!were!capable!of!shifting!their!attention!to!an!
extradimensional!set!(Birrell!and!Brown!2000).!!
In!a!lesion!study!by!Birrell!and!Brown!(Birrell!and!Brown!2000)!using!the!IDED!task,!the!
authors!found!that!lesions!to!the!medial!PFC,!encompassing!the!prelimbic!and!
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infralimbic!cortices,!resulted!in!a!selective!impairment!in!the!ED!shift!in!which!lesioned!
rats!took!twice!as!many!trials!to!criterion!compared!to!control!rats,!indicating!
disrupted!functioning!of!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex.!!Lack!of!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!effects!on!IDED!task!would!suggest!no!functional!disruption!of!the!medial!
prefrontal!cortex.!However,!one!could!interpret!these!current!findings!in!relation!to!
the!lesion!study!by!Birrell!and!Brown!(2000)!as!different!approaches.!Birrell!and!
Brown’s!study!(2000)!investigated!the!function!of!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex!in!the!
IDED!task!using!lesions.!This!present!study!investigated!the!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!on!the!medial!prefrontal!cortical!function,!a!treatment!which!is!not!
deemed!to!be!as!severe!as!brain!lesions!which!are!likely!to!produce!more!profound!
behavioural!effects,!more!distinctly!observed!in!rats!compared!to!chronic!ethanol!
treatment!and!withdrawal,!which!may!produce!more!subtle!behavioural!effects.!It!is!
also!possible!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!impair!function!in!the!medial!
prefrontal!cortex.!!However,!in!a!previous!study!of!withdrawal"induced!activation!of!
the!prefrontal!cortex!(see!chapter!3),!there!were!significantly!higher!levels!of!c"fos!
activation!in!the!prelimbic!cortex!as!a!result!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!but!no!
significant!differences!in!c"fos!activation!in!the!infralimbic!cortex!compared!to!controls!
and!rats!which!had!experienced!a!single!withdrawal!episode.!The!medial!prefrontal!
cortex!comprises!the!prelimbic!and!the!infralimbic!cortices.!Hence,!from!the!previous!
c"fos!data!as!reported!in!chapter!3,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!activated!part!of!the!
medial!prefrontal!cortex!responsible!for!successful!attentional!set!shifting!in!the!IDED!
task.!It!is!possible!that!such!a!partial!activation!may!not!have!resulted!in!a!behavioural!
impairment!as!originally!hypothesised.!Furthermore,!c"fos!activation!is!a!marker!for!
neuronal!activation!but!not!necessarily!of!damage.!Hence,!c"fos!activation!may!
highlight!the!prefrontal!brain!areas!sensitive!to!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!but!these!
areas!would!not!represent!direct!evidence!towards!prefrontal!damage!which!would!
impair!attentional!set!shifting!ability.!This!finding!contrasts!with!reports!of!heavy!
chronic!alcohol!dependence!leading!to!frontal!deficits!in!the!WCST,!amongst!other!
cognitive!tasks!(Fitzhugh,!Fitzhugh!et!al.!1960;!Fitzhugh,!Fitzhugh!et!al.!1965;!Jones!and!
Parsons!1971;!Long!and!McLachlan!1974;!Goldstein!and!Shelly!1980;!Hill!1980;!Parsons!
1987;!Parsons!1987;!Sullivan!1993).!However,!these!reports!were!found!in!human!
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alcoholics!in!which!differences!between!the!duration!of!alcohol!abuse!and!the!number!
of!attempted!detoxifications!may!have!influenced!experimental!findings.!
In!the!second!experiment!of!the!current!study,!the!frontal!brain!areas!involved!in!ID!
shift!and!ED!shift!were!examined!using!c"fos!expression!as!a!measure!of!activation.!
There!were!no!significant!differences!in!c"fos!expression!between!the!control!rats!that!
had!undergone!the!ID!shift!and!control!rats!that!had!performed!the!ED!shift.!This!
current!finding!might!suggest!that!an!overlap!exist!in!the!prefrontal!areas!involved!in!
both!ID!and!ED!shifts.!The!c"fos!counts!in!control!rats!of!this!current!experiment!were!
comparable!to!the!c"fos!counts!in!control!rats!previously!reported!in!chapter!3,!
indicating!that!there!was!agreement!amongst!studies!in!c"fos!counts.!Burnham!and!
colleagues!found!increased!Fos"like!reactivity!in!the!medial!and!orbital!frontal!cortices!
of!rats!performing!extradimensional!attentional!shifts!as!well!as!reversals!in!the!ED/ID!
task!(Burnham,!Bannerman!et!al.!2010).!Although!Burnham’s!study!may!be!
comparable!to!those!of!the!present!study!in!terms!of!experimental!protocol,!
Burnham’s!study!introduced!a!90"minute!break!between!the!first!four!discriminations!
and!the!final!discrimination!of!interest!whereas!in!the!present!study,!there!was!no!
break!included!for!the!experimental!subjects!hence!this!may!have!introduced!
complications!in!Fos!expression!detected!in!overlapping!brain!areas.!!Attributable!to!
the!acquisition!of!the!initial!discriminations.!
The!IDED!task!was!devised!as!a!rat!analog!of!the!Wisconsin!Card!Sorting!Test,!a!
neuropsychological!test!which!is!sensitive!to!damage!to!the!frontal!lobes.!!There!is!
much!evidence!to!show!that!prefrontal!cortical!damage!impairs!performance!on!
attentional!set!shifting!tasks!in!humans!(Milner!1963;!Nelson!1976;!Stuss,!Levine!et!al.!
2000;!Monchi,!Petrides!et!al.!2001;!Owen!2004;!Monchi,!Petrides!et!al.!2006).!In!a!
recent!fMRI!study!on!the!WCST,!the!dorsolateral!PFC!was!activated!when!feedback!
was!provided!in!the!task,!indicating!that!the!dorsolateral!PFC!plays!a!role!in!monitoring!
events!in!working!memory!(Petrides!1991;!Petrides!1994;!Petrides!2000;!Ko,!Monchi!et!
al.!2008).!The!dorsolateral!PFC!in!humans!and!primates!has!been!found!to!be!
functionally!homologous!to!the!rat!medial!prefrontal!cortex!(Kolb!1990;!Kesner!2000;!
Brown!and!Bowman!2002);!hence!the!IDED!task!measuring!attentional!set!shifting!
should!activate!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex,!when!rats!are!required!to!shift!
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extradimensional!set.!Birrell!and!Brown!(2000)!conducted!lesion!studies!to!
demonstrate!that!the!medial!PFC!mediated!attentional!set!shifting.!The!results!from!
the!present!study!indicate!that!extradimensional!set!shifting!was!not!affected!by!
ethanol!treatment!and!withdrawal.!!
A!possible!interpretation!of!this!finding!may!be!that!Birrell!and!Brown’s!(2000)!lesion!
study!produced!profound!behavioural!impairments!in!attentional!set!shifting!whereas!
the!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!induced!only!mild!or!no!impairments!of!the!mPFC!
despite!the!c"fos!induction.!Furthermore,!neuronal!activation!using!c"fos!as!a!marker!
will!provide!information!about!the!sensitivity!of!brain!areas!activated!during!either!ID!
or!ED!shift!but!does!not!represent!an!indicator!of!damage.!
In!summary,!the!results!from!this!current!study!suggest!that!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!did!not!impair!the!functions!of!the!prefrontal!circuits!on!which!attentional!
set!shifting!processes!rely.!No!significant!differences!in!brain!activation!were!observed!
using!c"fos!expression!to!differentiate!between!intradimensional!and!extradimensional!
shifts,!which!may!suggest!that!there!was!functional!overlap!of!prefrontal!brain!areas!
involved!in!attentional!set!shifting.!Alternatively,!the!c"fos!method!may!be!
insufficiently!sensitive!to!identify!brain!regions!activated!during!the!performance!of!
these!tasks.!!
!
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Chapter!6!
General!Discussion!
!
!6.1:!Summary!of!experimental!findings!
The!results!presented!in!this!thesis!serve!to!further!our!knowledge!of!the!effects!of!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!on!withdrawal!severity!as!measured!in!neurobiological!
indices!and!behaviours!relating!to!prefrontal!cortical!function.!Repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal,!although!leaving!core!body!temperature!and!activity!levels!unaltered,!
results!in!a!disruption!of!circadian!rhythm!and!post"withdrawal!water!intake.!However,!
the!findings!of!disrupted!circadian!rhythm!and!enhanced!water!intake!during!the!post"
withdrawal!period!was!not!solely!attributable!to!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!as!singly!
withdrawn!rats!also!demonstrated!disruptions!in!circadian!rhythm!and!greater!effects!
on!post"withdrawal!water!intake.!!Hence,!these!behavioural!findings!did!not!
demonstrate!greater!withdrawal!severity!as!a!consequence!of!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal.!
Repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!produces!a!general!increase!in!neuronal!activation!as!
revealed!by!c"fos!expression!in!prefrontal!cortical!brain!areas!indicating!the!sensitivity!
of!this!brain!region!to!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal,!particularly!the!
prelimbic!cortex!which!also!demonstrates!increased!neuronal!plasticity!using!zif268!
expression!as!a!biological!marker.!This!finding!indicates,!neurochemically!at!least,!that!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!results!in!PFC!neuronal!activation!at!a!greater!level!than!
single!withdrawal!alone,!which!may!predict!disruptions!to!a!wide!range!of!behaviours!
mediated!by!the!PFC,!including!response!inhibition!and!attentional!set!shifting.!
However,!it!appears!that!in!a!novel!2"choice!serial!reaction!time!task!devised!in!this!
laboratory!to!measure!motor!response!inhibition,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!
alter!a!rat’s!ability!to!inhibit!a!prepotent!motor!response!(i.e.!!RWD!rats!showed!similar!
impulsive!responding!profiles!compared!with!CON!and!SWD!rats).!However,!repeated!
ethanol!withdrawal!did!result!in!attentional!and!learning!deficits!if!learning!occurred!
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after!chronic!ethanol!administration.!Learning!deficits!were!not!observed!if!learning!
occurred!prior!to!chronic!ethanol!withdrawal.!
Furthermore,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!impair!attentional!set!shifting,!a!
behaviour!mediated!by!the!medial!PFC,!indicating!no!further!withdrawal!severity!on!
the!medial!PFC!as!a!consequence!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal.!
The!findings!of!this!thesis!taken!together!indicate!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!
produces!neurochemical!evidence!of!greater!withdrawal!severity.!However,!the!
implications!of!this!neurochemical!evidence!did!not!translate!into!robust!behavioural!
alterations!measuring!withdrawal!severity.!Aside!from!the!current!findings!of!ethanol!
withdrawal!leading!to!disruptions!to!circadian!rhythm!and!post"withdrawal!water!
intake,!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!produce!further!severity!of!
behavioural!dysfunction.!Consistent!with!previous!studies!conducted!in!this!laboratory!
(Stephens,!Brown!et!al.!2001;!Ripley,!O'Shea!et!al.!2003;!Ripley,!Borlikova!et!al.!2004;!
Borlikova,!Elbers!et!al.!2006),!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!result!in!more!sessions!
to!criterion!compared!to!SWD!and!CON!rats.!Hence,!it!is!possible!that!the!increased!
neuronal!activation!of!prefrontal!areas!may!related!to!the!learning!deficits!observed!in!
RWD!rats.!Another!possible!interpretation!may!be!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!
affects!the!brain!regions!associated!with!learning!and!memory!located!within!the!PFC.!
Alcohol!addiction,!as!with!all!drug!addictions,!is!a!chronically!relapsing!disorder!which!
is!characterised!by!compulsive!drug!taking!and!a!loss!of!control!in!limiting!drug!intake.!
All!drugs!of!abuse!are!known!to!act!at!both!the!nucleus!accumbens!and!the!ventral!
tegmental!area!(VTA),!both!brain!areas!that!contain!the!mesolimbic!dopamine!
pathway,!which!is!a!critical!neural!substrate!of!the!reinforcing!or!addictive!properties!
of!all!drugs!of!abuse.!The!mesolimbic!dopamine!pathway!also!extends!to!the!
amygdala,!a!structure!of!the!brain’s!limbic!system!that!is!linked!to!the!processing!of!
motivational!significance!of!stimuli!as!well!as!mediation!and!control!of!major!emotions!
(Breiter!and!Rosen!1999;!Aggleton!2000;!Pitkanen,!Pikkarainen!et!al.!2000;!Rolls!2000;!
Amaral,!Capitanio!et!al.!2003;!Everitt,!Cardinal!et!al.!2003;!LeDoux!2003).!!
Human!studies!conducted!by!Stephens!et!al!(Stephens,!Ripley!et!al.!2005)!have!
reported!binge!drinkers!show!impaired!fear!conditioning.!Impairments!in!fear!
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conditioning!is!related!to!dysfunction!of!the!amygdala!circuits!(LeDoux!2003).!Findings!
that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!leads!to!impaired!fear!learning!in!rats!(Ripley,!
O'Shea!et!al.!2003)!supports!these!data!in!human!studies.!Stephens!and!colleagues!
proposed!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!impaired!the!formation!of!associations!
between!a!tone!stimulus!and!an!aversive!event!which!may!also!provide!support!for!
amygdala!dysfunction!as!a!consequence!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!(Stephens,!
Ripley!et!al.!2005).!These!results!were!supported!by!the!finding!that!although!CON!and!
SWD!rats!showed!high!levels!of!c"fos!expression!in!BLA!and!CeN!after!exposure!to!CS!+!
tone!predicting!shock,!RWD!rats!showed!less!c"fos!expression!indicating!that!repeated!
ethanol!withdrawal!impaired!rats’!ability!to!form!associations!between!a!tone!and!an!
aversive!event.!These!findings!from!Stephens!and!colleagues!may!have!wider!
implications!for!the!treatment!of!alcoholics!undergoing!detoxification,!who!may!show!
behavioural!impairments!in!responding!to!aversive!events!such!as!punishment!
(Stephens,!Ripley!et!al.!2005).!
The!role!of!the!PFC!in!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!is!less!clear.!The!PFC!is!the!seat!of!
executive!function!and!mediates!cognitive!control!processes.!Dysfunction!of!the!PFC!in!
human!drug!addicts!has!been!linked!to!behaviours!such!as!increased!impulsive!
responding!(Jentsch!and!Taylor!1999;!Perry!and!Carroll!2008)!and!loss!of!response!
inhibition!which!may!translate!to!a!loss!of!control!of!drug!taking!or!limiting!alcohol!
intake.!!
6.2:!Does!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!lead!to!increased!impulsivity?!
Repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!give!rise!to!increased!impulsive!responding,!as!
measured!by!the!2"CSRTT.!Studies!on!alcohol"dependent!patients!have!revealed!
deficits!in!motor,!non"planning!and!attentional!components!of!impulsivity!(Salgado,!
Malloy"Diniz!et!al.!2009).!However,!these!were!measured!in!the!period!immediately!
after!acute!alcohol!withdrawal!whereas!in!the!current!thesis,!impulsive!responding!
was!measured!at!3!different!time!points!in!3!separate!experiments;!namely!2"3!weeks!
after!the!final!withdrawal,!at!which!point!any!differences!in!impulsive!responding!may!
have!dissipated!or!possibly!all!the!animal!subjects!showed!less!than!optimal!
performance!due!to!the!break!in!daily!2"CSRTT!training!sessions.!Impulsivity!was!also!
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measured!continuously!throughout!2CSRTT!training!and!probe!trials,!in!which!case!no!
significant!differences!in!impulsivity!was!observed!between!the!SWD!and!RWD!rats!
(chapter!4).!It!is!possible!that!the!continuous!2"CSRTT!training!led!to!optimal!
performance!hence!masking!any!differences!in!impulsive!responding!which!may!have!
been!present.!Another!possible!interpretation!could!be!that!the!measures!in!Salgado!
et!al’s!study!(Salgado,!Malloy"Diniz!et!al.!2009)!measured!commission!errors!in!the!
continuous!performance!task,!advantageous!choices!in!the!Iowa!Gambling!task!and!
perseverative!errors!on!the!Wisconsin!card!sort!test.!These!measures!all!represent!
different!varieties!of!impulsivity!and!the!measure!more!closely!related!to!motor!
impulsivity!in!the!2"CSRTT!is!the!commission!errors!in!the!continuous!performance!
task.!However,!in!the!current!thesis,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!result!in!
increased!motor!impulsivity.!A!possible!interpretation!of!this!difference!could!be!that!
although!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!resulted!in!increased!c"fos!expression,!repeated!
episodes!of!withdrawal!did!not!induce!sufficient!damage!to!the!prefrontal!cortical!
brain!regions!to!induce!higher!levels!of!impulsive!responding.!Furthermore,!it!is!
suggested!that!other!brain!areas!aside!from!the!prefrontal!cortex!play!a!role!in!motor!
impulsivity,!such!as!the!striatum!and!the!basal!ganglia!(Besson,!Belin!et!al.;!Cardinal,!
Pennicott!et!al.!2001;!Christakou,!Robbins!et!al.!2001;!Christakou,!Robbins!et!al.!2004;!
Hariri,!Brown!et!al.!2006;!Bjork,!Smith!et!al.!2008;!Beck,!Schlagenhauf!et!al.!2009).!
Borlikova!et!al!(Borlikova,!Le!Merrer!et!al.!2006)!reported!that!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!led!to!marked!increases!in!c"fos!expression!in!the!nucleus!accumbens,!
indicating!that!the!basal!ganglia!showed!greater!sensitivity!to!this!form!of!ethanol!
treatment.!Nevertheless,!increased!sensitivity!to!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!
give!rise!to!increased!motor!impulsivity!in!the!2"CSRTT!as!reported!in!chapter!4.!Motor!
impulsivity!has!been!found!to!increase!as!a!result!of!lesions!to!the!anterior!cingulate!
cortex!(Muir!et!al!1996),!infralimbic!cortex!(Chudasama!et!al!2003),!and!lesions!that!
disconnect!the!mPFC!from!the!anterior!medial!striatum!(Christakou!2001).!!However,!
as!the!findings!in!chapter!3!show!no!significant!differences!in!c"fos!expression!in!the!
infralimbic!cortex!following!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!compared!with!SWD!and!
CON!rats,!this!may!explain!the!lack!of!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!on!motor!
impulsivity!levels.!Additionally,!lesions!studies!conducted!by!Walton!and!Bannerman!
(2003)!have!found!that!large!lesions!to!the!medial!PFC!can!substantially!increase!rats’!
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preference!for!small!immediate!reward!over!large!delayed!on!the!delay!discounting!
task.!However,!in!the!current!thesis,!as!no!significant!differences!were!observed!in!the!
IDED!task!which!also!tests!medial!PFC!function,!it!is!possible!that!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!may!have!little!or!no!effect!on!impulsive!choice!either.!Repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!induced!significantly!higher!c"fos!expression!in!the!anterior!cingulate!
cortex!compared!to!SWD!and!CON!rats!hence!it!was!interesting!to!reveal!the!lack!of!
differences!in!impulsive!responding!in!the!2"CSRTT!between!the!3!treatment!groups.!
From!these!collated!findings,!it!appears!that!motor!impulsivity!may!be!affected!by!
different!PFC!regions,!and!motor!impulsivity!may!not!be!subject!to!mediation!by!a!
single!PFC!brain!region.!Furthermore,!as!human!neuroimaging!studies!consistently!
report!activation!of!the!OFC!in!drug!addicts!(Volkow,!Wang!et!al.!1999;!Volkow!and!
Fowler!2000;!Volkow,!Chang!et!al.!2001;!Goldstein,!Volkow!et!al.!2002;!Bolla,!Eldreth!et!
al.!2003;!Everitt,!Hutcheson!et!al.!2007;!Goldstein,!Tomasi!et!al.!2007)!it!was!
interesting!to!note!that!despite!c"fos!expression!of!the!OFC!as!a!consequence!of!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal,!this!activation!of!the!OFC!did!not!translate!to!
behavioural!changes!in!rats!with!previous!withdrawal!experience.!Additionally!the!OFC!
has!been!reported!by!McAlonan!and!Brown!to!mediate!reversal!learning!in!the!IDED!
task!in!rats!(McAlonan!and!Brown!2003);!however,!in!the!current!thesis!findings,!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!impair!reversal!learning!in!IDED!despite!increased!
c"fos!expression!in!this!area!following!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal.!This!finding!was!
consistent!with!the!experimental!reports!of!Borlikova!et!al!(Borlikova,!Elbers!et!al.!
2006)!in!which!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!impair!spatial!learning!in!the!
Barnes!maze,!a!task!which!included!an!aspect!of!!reversal!learning.!Thus,!despite!
activation!of!the!OFC,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!appear!to!impair!reversal!
learning!in!the!Barnes!maze,!however!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!impair!reversal!
learning!in!a!conditioned!emotional!response!task,!implicating!dysfunction!of!amygdala!
circuits!responsible!for!fear!learning!(Ripley,!O'Shea!et!al.!2003).!!
Repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!was!found!to!result!in!learning!deficits!in!the!2"CSRTT!
but!only!if!learning!occurred!after!the!experience!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal,!
suggesting!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!impairs!learning!processes!and!disrupts!
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the!ability!to!learn!after!repeated!withdrawal!experience.!However,!there!was!no!
impairment!when!learning!occurred!prior!to!the!withdrawal!experience.!!
6.3:!Does!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!impair!attentional!set!shifting?!
Attentional!set!shifting!is!one!of!the!numerous!functions!of!the!prefrontal!cortex!
(Robbins!2007).!Two!similar!forms!of!cognitive!flexibility,!intradimensional!shift!and!
extradimensional!shift!are!mediated!by!very!different!regions!of!the!PFC!(Dias,!Robbins!
et!al.!1996;!Robbins!1996;!Birrell!and!Brown!2000).!Learning!new!reinforcement!
contingencies,!which!are!switched!to!render!a!previously!irrelevant!dimension!
relevant,!is!comparable!to!the!“category!shift”!in!the!Wisconsin!Card!Sort!test!because!
it!involves!shifting!a!response!which!requires!the!switching!of!attention!between!2!
perceptual!dimensions,!intradimensional!and!extradimensional!shift.!Repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!did!not!lead!to!impairment!in!attentional!set!shifting!in!the!IDED!task,!
indicating!that!the!integrity!of!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex,!responsible!for!mediating!
set!shifting!was!not!affected!as!a!result!of!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal.!
This!present!finding!stands!in!contrast!to!the!results!in!human!studies!in!which!
impairments!in!cognitive!function!as!measured!by!neuropsychological!tests!including!
the!WCST,!were!found!in!chronic!alcoholics!(Goldstein!and!Shelly!1980;!Hill!1980;!
Parsons!1983;!Parsons!1987;!Sullivan!1993).!Although!in!chapter!3,!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!significantly!increased!c"fos!expression!in!the!prelimbic!cortex,!which!is!a!
prefrontal!region!within!the!medial!PFC,!it!appears!that!partial!activation!of!the!medial!
prefrontal!cortex!did!not!sufficiently!disrupt!the!ability!to!shift!attentional!set!in!the!
IDED!task.!
6.4:!Does!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!lead!to!greater!withdrawal!
severity?!
There!was!little!evidence!in!the!data!collected!in!this!thesis!that!rats!which!had!
undergone!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal!experienced!more!severe!
withdrawal!symptoms!as!a!consequence!of!a!higher!number!of!withdrawal!
experiences.!Although!at!first!glance,!this!finding!does!not!appear!to!be!consistent!with!
the!established!literature!in!clinical!and!animal!studies!indicating!greater!withdrawal!
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severity!is!correlated!with!a!greater!number!of!withdrawal!episodes,!the!data!that!
support!this!view!have!been!drawn!from!clinical!studies!measuring!the!number!of!
seizures!experienced!by!detoxified!alcoholic!patients!(Ballenger!and!Post!1978;!Brown,!
Anton!et!al.!1988)!which!was!proposed!by!Ballenger!and!Post!(1978)!to!be!attributable!
to!kindling"like!brain!mechanisms!brought!about!by!multiple!ethanol!withdrawals.!
Likewise,!in!animal!models!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!conducted!previously!in!
this!laboratory,!there!is!evidence!of!kindling"like!processes!occurring!as!a!result!of!
multiple!withdrawals!(Maier!and!Pohorecky!1989;!Becker!and!Hale!1993;!Becker,!Diaz"
Granados!et!al.!1997;!Stephens,!Brown!et!al.!2001;!Ripley,!Dunworth!et!al.!2002;!
Ripley,!Brown!et!al.!2003).!However,!these!clinical!and!preclinical!findings!arise!from!
seizure!and!kindling!data,!whereas!the!findings!from!the!current!thesis!take!
behavioural!measures!of!body!temperature,!activity!levels,!sleep!architecture!and!
post"withdrawal!food!and!water!intakes!as!measures!for!withdrawal!severity.!It!is!
possible!that!withdrawal!severity!was!more!subtle!in!the!measures!employed!in!this!
current!thesis!and!hence!the!differences!could!not!be!detected!robustly.!Another!
interpretation!of!the!current!findings!could!be!that!although!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!produced!greater!withdrawal!severity!in!seizures,!it!did!not!generalise!to!all!
behavioural!measures!in!our!rat!model!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal.!This!view!
would!be!consistent!with!other!measures!such!as!anxiety!in!RWD!rats!using!the!same!
method!of!ethanol!treatment.!
However,!as!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!result!in!greater!withdrawal!severity,!
the!current!findings!regarding!greater!levels!of!c"fos!expression!as!a!consequence!of!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!is!particularly!interesting!as!they!indicate!that!brain!
activation!during!ethanol!withdrawal!increases!with!repeated!withdrawal!experience.!
Nevertheless,!these!data!need!to!be!interpreted!with!caution,!as!c"fos!expression!
cannot!be!taken!as!a!measure!of!damage!to!the!prefrontal!brain!regions.!However,!
higher!levels!of!c"fos!expression!in!the!prefrontal!cortex!as!an!outcome!of!repeated!
ethanol!withdrawal!may!be!interpreted!as!greater!sensitivity!of!the!prefrontal!cortex!
to!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal!which!have!not,!in!the!findings!of!this!
current!thesis,!been!found!to!translate!to!behavioural!changes!nor!does!increased!
sensitivity!generalise!to!all!the!behavioural!measures!investigated.!
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6.5:!Limitations!
A!primary!limitation!of!the!work!undertaken!in!this!thesis!is!that!in!our!rat!model!of!
repeated!ethanol!withdrawal,!the!magnitude!of!withdrawal"related!effects!on!
behavioural!indices!is!determined!the!animals’!ethanol!consumption!level.!In!2!studies!
in!this!thesis,!(see!chapter!2,!page!66!and!chapter!4,!page!135),!chronic!ethanol!
consumption!was!considerably!lower!compared!with!other!studies!conducted!in!this!
thesis!as!well!as!previous!experiments!in!the!laboratory.!Therefore,!within!a!treatment!
group!there!may!be!differences!in!behaviour!which!may!be!attributed!not!to!the!
withdrawal!experience!but!to!the!level!of!ethanol!consumption.!Although!difficulty!in!
maintaining!stable!chronic!ethanol!consumption!is!a!constraint!of!the!rat!model!used,!
this!method!of!administration!has!produced!behavioural!deficits!in!rats!which!are!
strikingly!consistent!with!findings!in!human!alcoholics.!!
In!addition,!the!EEG/EMG!study!(chapter!2)!conducted!in!the!current!thesis!resulted!in!
a!disruption!of!circadian!rhythm!in!control!animals,!in!which!control!rats!showed!
higher!activity!levels!during!the!light!phase!compared!with!lower!activity!levels!in!the!
dark!phase.!It!is!well!established!that!rats!exhibit!higher!activity!levels!throughout!the!
dark!phase!and!as!previously!discussed!in!chapter!2!(page!74)!this!circadian!rhythm!
disruption!may!possibly!have!been!attributable!to!the!liquid!diet!administration!
regime.!However,!this!is!a!possible!interpretation!of!the!findings!and!confirmation!of!
this!interpretation!would!required!further!investigation.!!
The!2"CSRTT!was!devised!to!measure!prepotent!response!inhibition!/!impulsive!
responding!and!was!modelled!on!the!well!established!5"CSRTT.!However,!it!must!be!
noted!that!differences!between!the!instrumental!responses!of!lever!pressing!as!
employed!in!the!2"CSRTT!and!of!nose!poking!in!the!5"CSRTT!may!have!influenced!the!
ease!by!which!impulsive!responding!in!measured.!Nose!poking!appears!to!encourage!
higher!levels!of!impulsive!responding!in!comparison!with!lever!pressing!hence!subtle!
differences!in!impulsive!responding!as!a!consequence!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!
may!not!have!been!detected!using!the!methods!of!the!2"CSRTT.!
Additionally,!all!experiments!in!this!thesis!were!conducted!using!male!rats.!Hence,!any!
sex!differences!related!to!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!would!have!been!excluded.!
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There!is!evidence!in!human!studies!indicating!that!females!are!more!susceptible!to!the!
harmful!effects!of!alcohol!and!alcohol!withdrawal!(Townshend!and!Duka!2005)!
although!several!studies!have!postulated!that!female!sensitivity!to!alcohol!may!be!
generalised!to!all!drugs!of!abuse!not!just!alcohol!(Carroll!and!Anker;!Lynch,!Roth!et!al.!
2002;!Carroll,!Lynch!et!al.!2004;!Roth,!Cosgrove!et!al.!2004).!Furthermore,!in!rodent!
studies!ethanol!intake!was!found!to!be!higher!in!females!than!in!males!(Finn,!Beckley!
et!al.;!Belknap,!Crabbe!et!al.!1993;!Finn,!Sinnott!et!al.!2004;!Chester,!Barrenha!et!al.!
2008).!The!reason!for!this!increased!effect!in!female!rats!is!possibly!because!they!are!
smaller!than!male!rats!and!therefore!achieve!a!higher!blood!ethanol!concentrations!
compared!with!male!rats.!Therefore,!the!inclusion!of!female!rats!in!these!experiments!
could!provide!a!more!complete!analysis!of!the!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal.!
6.6:!Further!Work!
In!order!to!test!the!question!of!increased!impulsivity!as!a!result!of!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal,!it!would!be!useful!to!test!a!different!variety!of!impulsivity,!i.e.!impulsive!
choice,!using!the!delayed!discounting!task!to!investigate!whether!findings!would!
bridge!the!gap!between!the!human!data!reporting!increased!impulsivity!as!a!
consequence!of!ethanol!withdrawal!and!to!assess!these!findings!in!relation!to!our!rat!
model!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal.!Increased!c"fos!expression!in!the!prefrontal!
cortical!areas!may!relate!to!functional!and!behavioural!changes!and,!as!proposed!
experiments!may!involve!investigating!the!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!on!
impulsive!choice!using!the!delay!discounting!paradigm.!Furthermore,!it!would!be!
interesting!to!assess!the!effects!of!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!in!rats!on!the!
established!five!choice!serial!reaction!time!task!in!order!to!assess!whether!results!
would!be!comparable!with!the!reported!findings!from!the!2"CSRTT!in!this!current!
thesis.!!
It!would!be!useful!for!further!work!to!be!conducted!into!investigating!the!actual!
neuronal!cell!death!in!the!prefrontal!cortex!using!methods!such!as!amino!cupric!silver!
staining!following!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal!in!order!to!compare!
findings!with!single!withdrawal!and!control!animals.!This!measurement!would!provide!
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a!more!reliable!measure!of!neuronal!cell!death!and!may!provide!support!for!similar!
areas!activated!by!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!as!detected!using!c"fos!expression.!!
6.7:!Conclusions!
Our!previous!studies!in!the!laboratory!concerning!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!have!
consistently!reported!learning!deficits!in!rat!subjects!that!had!previous!experience!of!
withdrawal.!In!this!thesis,!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!led!to!learning!deficits!when!
ethanol!withdrawal!occurred!prior!to!learning,!implicating!that!repeated!ethanol!
withdrawal!leads!to!disruptions!of!learning!systems!within!the!brain!but!did!not!impair!
learning!already!acquired!prior!to!the!withdrawal!process.!However,!it!is!interesting!to!
note!that!in!previous!studies!in!this!laboratory,!all!the!behavioural!deficits!reported!
have!consisted!of!Pavlovian!associations!and!Pavlovian!conditioning,!whereas!the!
behaviours!investigated!in!this!current!thesis!have!involved!more!cognitive!abilities,!
requiring!maintaining!and!shifting!attentional!set!(IDED!task)!and!response!inhibition!
(2"CSRTT).!It!may!thus!be!arguable!that!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!disrupt!
higher!cognitive!processes!mediated!by!the!prefrontal!cortex,!which!may!explain!the!
lack!of!effect!of!chronic!ethanol!consumption!and!withdrawal!on!the!measures!of!PFC!
function!investigated!in!this!thesis.!
Chronic!ethanol!consumption!and!withdrawal!led!to!disruption!of!circadian!rhythm;!
however,!this!effect!was!not!exacerbated!by!repeated!episodes!of!ethanol!withdrawal.!
However,!there!is!evidence!indicating!a!“toughening!up”!effect!resulting!from!multiple!
withdrawals!as!seen!in!previous!studies!conducted!in!this!laboratory!involving!spatial!
learning,!contextual!fear!conditioning,!and!anxiety!and!depressed!LTP!in!!the!amygdala!
and!hippocampus,!both!limbic!brain!areas!which!are!heavily!implicated!in!fear!
processing,!learning!and!memory!systems!(Ripley,!O'Shea!et!al.!2003;!Stephens,!Ripley!
et!al.!2005;!Borlikova,!Elbers!et!al.!2006;!Borlikova,!Le!Merrer!et!al.!2006).!
Repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!result!in!increased!motor!impulsivity!although!
other!measures!of!different!varieties!of!impulsivity!were!not!explored!in!this!current!
thesis.!!Additionally!repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!did!not!lead!to!increased!severity!of!
withdrawal!symptoms!as!measured!by!sleep!architecture,!core!body!temperature,!
activity!levels!or!post"withdrawal!food!intake.!Repeated!ethanol!withdrawal!produced!
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significantly!increased!levels!of!c"fos!expression!in!prefrontal!cortical!areas!including!
the!prelimbic!cortex;!however,!partial!activation!of!the!medial!prefrontal!cortex!did!
not!result!in!impairments!in!attentional!set!shifting.!
!
!
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